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TRANSMITTAL LETTER 
 
 
 
 
 

January 18, 2017 
 
 
 
Sam Alvarez 
Library Director 
Reuben Hoar Library 
41 Shattuck Street 
Littleton, MA 01460 
 
Re: Rear 33-41 Shattuck Street, Littleton, MA 
 
Dear Mr. Alvarez: 
 
In accordance with your request for an estimate of the market value of the real estate consisting of 3.4+/- 
acres of land located at Rear 33-41 Shattuck Street, Littleton, Massachusetts, owned by the Town of 
Littleton and as described further herein, we have examined the property and submit herewith our 
appraisal. 
 
The subject property is part of a larger 54.5+/- acre parcel that includes a municipal complex including town 
offices and library as well as two schools. The subject site is proposed to be developed with a new 
municipal library. Per our scope of work, the subject 3.4 acres is appraised on a hypothetical condition as a 
stand-alone parcel with access/egress easement and cross-easements for use of the parking lot which 
straddles the proposed lot line between the subject parcel and the area behind the municipal complex. 
Continued use of the paved driveway on the northern end of the subject is also expected to continue. 
 
The following is our appraisal report which describes our method of approach and sets forth a description of 
the property, together with an analysis of data and the reasoning underlying the conclusions derived in our 
investigation. The term self-contained report is no longer in effect as of the 2014-2015 Edition of the 
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. The level of detail contained within this report is 
consistent with the type of report formerly labeled as self-contained. We hereby certify that we have no 
present or future contemplated interest herein, and that our employment in making this appraisal is in no 
way contingent on the amount of our valuation. 
 
This appraisal report has been prepared for the exclusive benefit of the client and intended user, the 
Rueben Hoar Library. Rueben Hoar Library advisors and the Massachusetts Board of Library 
Commissioners also intended users. It conforms to State “EOEA Specifications for Analytical Narrative 
Appraisal Reports” and the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice 2016-2017 edition. It may 
not be used or relied upon by any other party.  Any party who uses or relies upon any information in this 
report, without the preparer's written consent, does so at his own risk. 



 

100 Erdman Way, Leominster, Massachusetts 01453-1804 
Phone: (978) 534-1350  •  Fax: (978) 534-1913 

thefostercompany.com 
 

Sam Alvarez Page 2 January 18, 2017 
 
 
After applying the methods and techniques recommended by the Appraisal Institute and after analyzing the 
data presented herein, it is our opinion that the market value of the subject property herein described as of 
January 6, 2017, is:  
 

 
ONE HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS        $115,000 

 
 
This opinion is subject to the assumptions, contingencies and limitations as set forth in the following report. 
 
 
 
 

Very truly yours, 
 
FOSTER APPRAISAL & CONSULTING CO., INC. 
 
 
 
Kenneth J. Croft III, Esq. 
MA Certified General Appraiser #3579 
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CERTIFICATION OF VALUE 

OWNER (S): Town of Littleton 
  
ADDRESS/LOCATION OF PROPERTY: Rear 33-41 Shattuck Street 
 Littleton, Massachusetts 

 
 I, KENNETH J. CROFT III, HEREBY CERTIFY THE FOLLOWING: THAT ON JANUARY 6, 2017, 
I PERSONALLY MADE A FIELD INSPECTION OF THE PROPERTY HEREIN APPRAISED AND HAVE AFFORDED 
THE OWNER THE OPPORTUNITY TO ACCOMPANY ME ON THIS INSPECTION; THAT IN JANUARY 2017 I 
PERSONALLY MADE A FIELD INSPECTION OF THE COMPARABLE SALES RELIED UPON IN MAKING SAID 
APPRAISAL; 
 
That to the best of my knowledge and belief, the statements contained in the appraisal herein set forth are true, and the 
information upon which the opinions expressed herein are based is correct, subject to the limiting conditions therein set forth; 
 
That I understand that such appraisal may be used in connection with funding relating to the subject property or rights associated 
therewith by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts; 
 
That such appraisal has been made in conformity with appropriate state laws, regulations, policies, specifications and 
procedures;  
 
That neither my employment nor my compensation for making this appraisal and report are in any way contingent upon the 
values reported herein;  
 
That I have no direct or indirect present or contemplated future personal interest in such property or in any benefit from the 
acquisition of such property appraised; 
 
That I have not revealed the findings and results of such appraisal to anyone other than the client, the Rueben Hoar Library, and 
listed intended users and I will not do so until so authorized by an appropriate representative thereof, or until I am required to do 
so by due process of law, or until I am released from this obligation by having publicly testified in a court of law as to such 
findings; and 
 
• The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct. 
• The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions and limiting conditions, and 

are our personal, impartial, and unbiased professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions. 
• We have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report, and we have no personal 

interest with respect to the parties involved. 
• We have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties involved with this assignment. 
• Our engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting predetermined results. 
• Our compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or reporting of a predetermined 

value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the value estimate, the attainment of a stipulated 
result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal. 

• The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in conformity with the 
Code of Professional Ethics & Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute, which include the 
Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice. 

• The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review by its duly authorized 
representatives. 

• Kenneth J. Croft III made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report. 
• No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the persons signing this certification. 
• The appraisal assignment is not based upon a requested minimum valuation, a specific valuation, or the approval of a loan. 
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• We have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property that is the subject of this 
report within the three-year period immediately preceding acceptance of this assignment. 

 
THAT MY OPINION OF THE VALUE OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY WITH 3.4 +/- ACRES, AS OF THE 6th DAY 
OF JANUARY, 2017 WAS $115,000, AND THAT THE CONCLUSIONS SET FORTH IN THIS APPRAISAL ARE 
BASED UPON THE EXERCISE OF MY INDEPENDENT PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENT. 
 
 
DATE: 1-18-2017 SIGNATURE:  
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SUMMARY OF FACTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Agency File # None 
  
City/Town: Littleton, Massachusetts 
  
Owner: Town of Littleton 
  
Address: Rear 33-41 Shattuck Street 
  
Type of Property: Vacant land 
  
Land Area:  3.4+/- Acres  
  
Purchased: Not known 
  
Price: Not known 
  
Grantor: Not known 
  
Recorded: Not known 
  
Five-Year Sales History: Not known 
  
Assessed Value: $34,327,000* Tax Rate: $18.15/M – 

Res.; 
$28.37/M - 

CIP 

Current Taxes: Exempt 

 *Includes land and buildings not appraised 
  
Zoning: Residence District R 
  
Highest & Best Use: Assemblage  
  
Recent Improvements: None known 
  
Easements or Restrictions: None known; assumed to include access easement and cross parking 

easements 
  
Neighborhood: Institutional  
  
Surrounded by: Vacant land; single family houses; municipal complex; schools 
  
Date of Appraisal: January 6, 2017 
  
Estimate of Market Value: $115,000 
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SUBJECT PHOTOGRAPHS 

 
Subject Property – Row of Lined Parking Spaces 
January 6, 2017; Photographed by Kenneth Croft 

 

 
North End of Paved Area 
January 6, 2017; Photographed by Kenneth Croft 
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Graded Driveway to North End of Parcel 
January 6, 2017; Photographed by Kenneth Croft 

 

 
Paved Driveway at North End of Lot Looking West 
January 6, 2017; Photographed by Kenneth Croft 
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Wetland 
January 6, 2017; Photographed by Kenneth Croft 

 

 
Lower Path – Wetland at Right and Slope at Left 
January 6, 2017; Photographed by Kenneth Croft 
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Upland Slope with View Toward Parking Area 
January 6, 2017; Photographed by Kenneth Croft 

 

 
Upland Slope 
January 6, 2017; Photographed by Kenneth Croft 
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STATEMENT OF LIMITING CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS 

GENERAL LIMITING CONDITIONS 
1. The Appraiser will not be required to give testimony or appear in court because of having made this 

appraisal, with reference to the property in question, unless arrangements have been previously made 
therefore. 

2. Possession of this report, or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of publication.  It may not be 
used for any purpose by any person other than the party to whom it is addressed without the written 
consent of the Appraiser, and in any event only with proper written qualification and only in its entirety. 

3. The Appraiser hereby reserves the right to alter, amend, revise or rescind any of the value opinions 
based upon any subsequent environmental impact studies, research or investigation. 

4. Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report, or copy thereof, shall be conveyed to the public 
through advertising, public relations, news, sales or any other media without written consent and 
approval of the Appraiser.  Nor shall the Appraiser, firm or professional organization of which the 
Appraiser is a member be identified without written consent of the Appraiser. 

5. Acceptance of and/or use of this appraisal report constitutes acceptance of the foregoing general 
assumptions and general limiting conditions. 

6. Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous substances or other material, 
including without limitation asbestos, polychlorinated biphenyls, petroleum leakage, or agricultural 
chemicals, which may or may not be present on the property, or other environmental conditions, were 
not called to the attention of nor did the appraiser become aware of such during the appraiser's 
inspection.  The appraiser has no knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the property 
unless otherwise stated.  The appraiser, however, is not qualified to test such substances or conditions.  
If the presence of such substances, such as asbestos, urea formaldehyde, foam insulation, or other 
hazardous substances or environmental conditions, may affect the value of the property, the value 
estimated is predicated on the assumption that there is no such condition on or in the property or in 
such proximity thereto that it would cause a loss in value.  No responsibility is assumed for any such 
conditions, nor for any expertise or engineering knowledge required to discover them.  The client is 
urged to retain an expert in the field of environmental impacts upon real estate if so desired. 

GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
1. The legal description used in this report is assumed to be correct. 
2. No survey of the property has been made by the Appraiser and no responsibility is assumed in 

connection with such matters. Sketches in this report are included only to assist the reader in 
visualizing the property. 

3. No responsibility is assumed for matters of a legal nature affecting title to the property nor is an opinion 
of title rendered.  The title is assumed to be good and merchantable. 

4. Information furnished by others is assumed to be true, correct, and reliable.  A reasonable effort has 
been made to verify such information; however, no responsibility for its accuracy is assumed by the 
Appraiser. 
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5. All mortgages, liens, encumbrances, leases and servitudes have been disregarded unless so specified 
within the report.  The property is appraised as though under responsible ownership and competent 
management. 

6. It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or structures 
which would render it more or less valuable.  No responsibility is assumed for such conditions or for 
engineering which may be required to discover them. 

7. It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state, and local environmental 
regulations and laws unless noncompliance is stated, defined and considered in the appraisal report. 

8. It is assumed that all applicable zoning and use regulations and restrictions have been complied with, 
unless nonconformity has been stated, defined, and considered in the appraisal report. 

9. It is assumed that all required licenses, consents, or other legislative or administrative authority from 
any local, state or national governmental or private entity or organization have been or can be obtained 
or renewed for any use on which the value estimate contained in this report is based. 

10. It is assumed that there is no encroachment or trespass unless noted within the report. 
11. Included in this report are sales from many sources.  The market data contained herein has been 

confirmed with a reliable source that was a party to the transaction.  Occasionally, some new 
information is found on these sales, or errors may be found and corrected.  If any errors or omissions 
are discovered, it will be brought to the client's attention.  The Appraiser must reserve the right to 
change his conclusion, if required, due to a subsequent discovery. 

12. The value is estimated under the assumption that there will be no international or domestic, political, 
economic, or military actions that will seriously affect real estate values throughout the country. 

HYPOTHETICAL CONDITIONS 
The subject property is part of a larger 54.5+/- acre parcel that includes a municipal complex including town 
offices and library as well as two schools. The subject site is proposed to be developed with a new 
municipal library. Per our scope of work, the subject 3.4 acres is appraised on a hypothetical condition as a 
stand-alone parcel with access/egress easement and cross-easements for use of the parking lot which 
straddles the proposed lot line between the subject parcel and the area behind the municipal complex. 
Continued use of the paved driveway on the northern end of the subject is also expected to continue. 

EXTRAORDINARY ASSUMPTIONS 
No title information for the subject property has been provided to the appraisers.  It is assumed that there 
are no easements and encumbrances adversely affecting the subject property. It is an extraordinary 
assumption of this report that this information is presumed to be accurate.  
 
For purposes of this appraisal it is assumed that the Town of Littleton which owns adjacent land that fronts 
on Shattuck Street will provide an access easement which is the subject of this appraisal.  This access 
easement is assumed to provide physical access but will not provide legal access which will limit the 
property to an unbuildable condition. 
 
If the Hypothetical Conditions and Extraordinary Assumptions are found not to be true, the assignment 
results could change. 
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PURPOSE OF THE APPRAISAL 

The purpose of this appraisal is to estimate the fair market value of the appraised property based on 
Highest and Best Use as of January 6, 2017. There are no known encumbrances on the property except as 
follows: The subject property is part of a larger 54.5+/- acre parcel that includes a municipal complex 
including town offices and library as well as two schools. The subject site is proposed to be developed with 
a new municipal library. Per our scope of work, the subject 3.4 acres is appraised on a hypothetical 
condition as a stand-alone parcel with access/egress easement and cross-easements for use of the 
parking lot which straddles the proposed lot line between the subject parcel and the area behind the 
municipal complex. Continued use of the paved driveway on the northern end of the subject is also 
expected to continue. 
 
The client and intended user in this appraisal is the Rueben Hoar Library. Rueben Hoar Library advisors 
and the Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners also intended users. The intended use of the 
appraisal is to assist the client in determining the value of the subject property in relation to a new library 
construction project slated for the subject site. 
 
Market value is defined as: 
 

“The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market 
under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and 
knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus.  Implicit in this 
definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title from 
seller to buyer under conditions whereby: 
1. buyer and seller are typically motivated; 
2. both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their own best 

interests; 
3. a reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market; 
4. payment is made in terms of cash in U. S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements 

comparable thereto; and 
5. the price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or 

creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale."1 
 
The EEOEA definition is identical to the definition cited in the Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal.  
 
Fee Simple is defined as:  
 

"Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate, subject only to the 
limitations imposed by the governmental powers of taxation, eminent domain, police 
power, and escheat."2 

                                                      
1 Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act (FIRREA) of 1989, Title 12, Chapter I, Part 34, Subpart C, 
Section 34.42 (g)s 
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SCOPE OF WORK 
The scope of this appraisal reflects its intended use, which is to assist the client in determining the amount 
to be paid for the property rights proposed to be acquired. 
 
Based on the client's instructions, the value sought is Market Value of the fee simple interest of the subject 
property. This is an appraisal of the real estate only, and does not consider any personal property, fixtures, 
or intangible items. 
 
Subject property was physically inspected.  The availability or lack of such things as municipal services, 
access to transportation, etc., were researched and the physical nature of the subject were considered. 
 
Zoning and legal restrictions were researched. 
 
The location in the neighborhood and the region, as well as the economic state of the region, were 
considered. 
 
Conclusions about the Highest and Best Use of the property were reached based on the data and our 
analyses. 
 
The subject property is part of a larger 54.5+/- acre parcel that includes a municipal complex including town 
offices and library as well as two schools. The subject site is proposed to be developed with a new 
municipal library. Per our scope of work, the subject 3.4 acres is appraised on a hypothetical condition as a 
stand-alone parcel with access/egress easement and cross-easements for use of the parking lot which 
straddles the proposed lot line between the subject parcel and the area behind the municipal complex. 
Continued use of the paved driveway on the northern end of the subject is also expected to continue. 
 
The proposed acquisition of the subject property is a partial acquisition consisting of 3.4+/- acres out of a 
larger holding that includes a municipal complex and two schools. The acquisition of the subject property 
does not change the Highest and Best Use of the parcel not acquired and does not materially affect its 
value. There is no severance damage to the parcel or enhancement of value due to the proposed 
acquisition. A full ‘Before and After’ methodology is not necessary to come to an accurate conclusion 
regarding the value of the 3.4+/- acre subject. Therefore, only a ‘Part Acquired’ analysis is performed.   
 
All three approaches to value were considered.  The market value of subject property was estimated using 
the Sales Comparison Approach to Value. Market data was researched for low utility land parcels. The 
Comparable Sales utilized in the appraisal were confirmed with local brokers who were parties to the 
transactions. The Capitalization of Income Approach in the form of the Cost of Development Method was 
not used as new subdivision at the subject property is not legally possible or economically feasible. The 
Cost Approach does not apply to vacant land such as the subject and was not used in this appraisal. 
 
Our final opinion of value was reached after reconciling the results of the steps described above. 
  

                                                                                                                                                                           
2 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th ed. (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2015), 90. 
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COMPETENCY 

In order to establish competency in appraising this property, a thorough search was made of the market 
area including city and town records, the Registry of Deeds and other sources of information on real estate 
transfers, current listings with area Brokers, and other appraisers.  We also relied on our many years of 
experience in appraising properties such as the subject.  Finally, we conform to USPAP (Uniform 
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice) as adopted by the Appraisal Foundation. 
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LEGAL DESCRIPTION AND TITLE 

The subject property with 3.4+/- acres is best shown as the area labeled as ‘Proposed Parcel Area = 3.4+/- 
Acres’ on a plan dated November 3, 2016 prepared by BSC Group as provided by the client. It consists of a 
part of Map U19 Lot 21 on the Town of Littleton Assessor’s Maps. The title in the subject property is 
thought to be held by the Town of Littleton. No title information has been made available to the appraiser. 
 
For purposes of this appraisal it is assumed that the Town of Littleton which owns adjacent land that fronts 
on Shattuck Street will provide an access easement which is the subject of this appraisal.  This access 
easement is assumed to provide physical access but will not provide legal access which will limit the 
property to an unbuildable condition. 
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Figure 1. Regional Map 
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AREA, CITY/TOWN, AND NEIGHBORHOOD DATA 

The Town of Littleton is located in the northeastern Massachusetts, in Middlesex County.  It is bordered on 
the northwest by Groton, on the northeast and east by Westford, on the southeast by Acton, on the south 
by Boxborough, and on the west by Ayer.  It is about 26 miles from Boston and 14 miles south of the 
Massachusetts/New Hampshire border. 
 
It has a town meeting type of government and is primarily a residential community.  It has a relatively small 
land area of 16.46 square miles.  Littleton does not have public sewer, which limits development density as 
all properties need private on-site septic systems. 
 
The Town of Littleton has a building code and a planning board which exercises subdivision control powers.  
A master plan has been completed with the use of Federal funds.  The town is also a member of the 
Metropolitan Area Planning Council.  Littleton has refused to permit apartment construction in the past and 
has mostly single family houses. 
 
Littleton is strategically located on Interstate 495 and Massachusetts Routes 2, 2A, 119 and 110.  Route 2 
is a partly limited access highway to Boston, with 8 traffic lights and a rotary between Acton and Route 128.  
This older highway with frequent stops has restricted development along the Route 2 corridor.  Interstate 
495 connects north to Maine and south to Worcester, Interstate 95, and New York. 
 
Considering these factors, Littleton has become an increasingly popular area in which to purchase 
residential property.  Accessibility to highways, commuter rail, major employment areas and the Boston 
Metropolitan area are the main reasons for interest in residential development.  This trend is likely to 
continue into the future.  Property values should rise in the future as Littleton is an attractive place to live. 
 
Commercial development is along Route 2A, near the principal intersection known as Littleton Common.  
However, even along the highways are extensive open fields and farms.  With its lack of multi-family 
buildings, limited commercial development, and its rural ambience, Littleton is one of the more rural of the 
western suburbs of Boston inside of I-495.  Most of the towns to the east are much more thickly developed 
with generally quality expensive residences.  Despite its rural landscape, Littleton is at the intersection of 
two major highways and is easily accessible from a great distance. 
 
Recent population figures are as follows: 
 

1970 6,380 
1980 6,970 
1990 7,051 
2000 8,088 
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Recent unemployment statistics according to the U.S. Department of Labor are as follows: 
 

 Littleton Massachusetts USA 
2004 4.1% 5.1% 5.5% 
2005 4.1% 4.8% 5.1% 
2006 4.0% 4.9% 4.6% 
2007 3.6% 4.6% 4.6% 
2008 4.3% 5.5% 5.8% 
2009 6.4% 8.1% 9.3% 
2010 6.6% 8.3% 9.6% 
2011 5.5% 7.3% 8.9% 
2012 4.9% 6.7% 8.1% 
2013 5.1% 6.7% 7.4% 
2014 4.6% 5.7% 6.2% 
2015 3.8% 5.0% 5.3% 
2016 (Nov.) 2.2% 2.6% 4.4% 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
The subject property is located in the central section of Littleton off Shattuck Street, which is a short side 
street connecting on both ends to King Street (Rt. 2A).  Rt. 2A connects the Town of Ayer to the west to 
Littleton and the Town of Acton to the east. The subject property is less than one half mile from the 
intersection of Routes 2A, 110 and 119 at Littleton Common.  The subject neighborhood is mixed use in 
nature, with the subject property including a municipal complex including Town Hall and the Rueben Hoar 
Library in a converted school building as well as Littleton Middle School and Russell Street Elementary 
School on that part of the site abutting Russell Street. There is ample shopping in the area, with mainly 
local convenience businesses in Littleton Center and larger community retail outlets along Route 119 
including a new retail complex at the Rt. 119/I-495 interchange. Regional shopping amenities are in 
Marlborough in the Solomon Pond Road area to the south. Access to the limited access highway network is 
at the I-495/Route 2A interchange roughly ¾ mile to the southwest. 

CONCLUSION 
The economic future of the Littleton is tied to Boston and Eastern Massachusetts as well as to Worcester in 
Central Massachusetts.  Unemployment has dropped since its peak in 2010 with the unemployment rate in 
Littleton being consistently lower than the national and state rates. 
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REAL ESTATE MARKET CONDITIONS 
The demand for houses and residential land in Littleton depends on the local economy.  Due to a gradual 
strengthening in the current economy, demand for houses and residential lots has increased in Littleton 
over the past several years.   
 
As of January 2017, the Bay State Multiple Listing Service has 27 single-family houses available for sale in 
Littleton, at an average asking price of $723,307.  They have been on the market an average of 87 days.  
This data indicates an inventory of about 2-3 months’ supply now on the market based on the 2015-2016 
rates of sales. Sales volume in the last two years is at record levels. The average sale price of the currently 
listed houses is very high in relation to the average price of houses sold, but inventory is very low and 
houses at the lower end of the market are selling quickly. 
 
The average sales price of residential homes in Littleton had increased over the first part of the last decade, 
rising by about 52% between 2000 and 2005.  Appreciation remained relatively steady during most of this 
time period. Home sale prices fell beginning in 2005 were off 50% from the peak in 2008 and 2009.  Prices 
were down until the market hit bottom in 2011. Average prices have risen each year since the low point and 
are currently just above the previous record high seen in 2005. The Bay State Multiple Listing Service does 
not list all land and house sales or listings, but it is indicative of the overall market in Littleton: 
 
Period House Sales Average Sales Price Days on Market 
2000  143 $322,284 70 
2001  104 $386,078 63 
2002  126 $406,820 126 
2003  125 $410,014 105 
2004  138 $443,128 102 
2005  114 $488,730 102 
2006  92 $437,269 133 
2007 98 $425,676 158 
2008 73 $417,219 162 
2009 70 $396,278 151 
2010 82 $405,352 133 
2011  73 $365,496 144 
2012 96 $377,175 124 
2013 117 $415,207 99 
2014 107 $450,565 83 
2015 137 $484,794 95 
2016 148 $494,157 80 
Listings 27 $723,307 87 
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The height of recent single family construction activity in Littleton was in the period from 2000 - 2002, with 
an average of 60 new homes being built each year. The period from 2003 through 2008 had been relatively 
steady, with an average of 34 homes built annually most years with a spike in activity to 58 homes in 2008. 
The level of construction dropped precipitously in 2009 and remained low through 2011. It has risen to 
more typical levels beginning in 2013. The number of building permits for new construction over the past 
few years is as follows: 
 

Year SF permits 
2016 (Nov.) 31 
2015 53 
2014 43 
2013 42 
2012 31 
2011 12 
2010 5 
2009 11 
2008 58 
2007 21 
2006 30 
2005 26 
2004 39 
2003 32 
2002 53 
2001 53 
2000 73 

 
Littleton Residential Land Market 
There has been very little activity in the residential land market in Littleton in the last two years. Two 
residential land sales closed in 2016, one a 9.94 acre building lot on a quiet street sold for $130,000. The 
second was a 36 acre parcel to be permitted for a five bedroom septic system suitable for equestrian use. 
There were no residential lot sales in 2015. Three lots closed in 2014 at prices ranging from $142,500 to 
$225,000. There were 11 sales in 2013 at prices ranging from $150,000 to $275,000. 
 
There is one lot currently on the market in Littleton, a 2.18 acre parcel on Boxborough Road with a listing 
price of $199,900. It has been on the market for 70 days. Three residential lots are reported to be under 
agreement, with listing prices ranging from $145,000 to $260,000. 
 
Unbuildable Land Market 
For the most part, the residential properties described constitute readily buildable land, which is a different 
class of property than the subject property. This information is included to give the reader information about 
the overall market conditions in the Town of Littleton. The subject property consists of land which is not 
readily buildable as a stand-alone parcel. The property consists of 3.4+/- acres of land which is located in a 
residential zone but is unbuildable due to its lack of legal street frontage. Due to the frontage issue, the 
property is not a legal building lot. This puts the property into a different market segment than readily 
buildable land.  Potential buyers in this market segment include abutters looking to expand their existing 
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ownership, conservation entities and municipalities interested in acquiring open space, and investors who 
are willing to undertake the risks and expense of acquiring access or challenging other land use regulations 
preventing development in order to derive profits from changing the formerly unbuildable property into 
readily buildable land. This market is much more limited than the market for buildable land, but it does exist.  
An examination of sales in Middlesex County turned up several examples of this type of transaction. These 
sales are the basis for the application of the Sales Comparison Approach to Value used in this appraisal for 
the Market Value of the subject property.  

CONCLUSION 
Littleton is a small, semi-rural town which is primarily residential in nature.  Its location on I-495 near the 
crossroad with Route 2 and its commuter rail service make it an attractive place to live for those commuting 
to either employment centers on Interstate 495, Route 128 or Boston proper. The residential market grew, 
with prices appreciating significantly through 2005, when prices peaked. Prices then dropped until 
approximately the low point was reached in 2011. Prices have since risen, and have surpassed the 
previous high as of 2005. 
 
The subject property consists of land which is not legally buildable. Due to lack of independent frontage, the 
subject is not legally able to be developed. Lack of development potential puts the property into a different 
market segment than readily buildable land.  Potential buyers in this market segment include abutters 
looking to expand their existing ownership, conservation entities and municipalities interested in acquiring 
open space, and investors who are willing to undertake the risks and expense of acquiring access or 
challenging other land use regulations preventing development in order to derive profits from changing the 
formerly unbuildable property into readily buildable land. Other potential buyers could be interested in this 
type of property for forestry purposes or for recreational use. This market is much more limited than the 
market for buildable land, but it does exist.    
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Figure 2. Street Map 
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Figure 3. Aerial Photograph 
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Figure 4. Topographical Map 
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PROPERTY DATA 

The subject property consists of 3.4+/- acres of land located off Shattuck Street, Littleton, Massachusetts.  
The property was inspected by Kenneth Croft on January 6, 2017 with Sam Alvarez of the Rueben Hoar 
Library.   
 
Site 
The subject property with 3.4+/- acres is best shown as the area labeled as ‘Proposed Parcel Area = 3.4+/- 
Acres’ on a plan dated November 3, 2016 prepared by BSC Group as provided by the client. It consists of a 
part of Map U19 Lot 21 on the Town of Littleton Assessor’s Maps. The parcel does not have direct street 
frontage. It is proposed to have an access easement to Shattuck Street over adjacent land owned by the 
Town of Littleton.  
 
The subject parcel is irregular in shape. It includes a paved section with 27 parking spaces and some 
additional paved area to the rear of the Town of Littleton Municipal Building/Rueben Hoar Library. The land 
slopes steeply down to the westerly lot line, where there is a wetland that is part of a larger wetland system 
which includes the perennial stream, Beaver Brook. The parcel slopes up from the level of the parking lot 
on its easterly and northeasterly sections. There is a graded path from the parking lot to a driveway which 
runs along the northerly lot line. There is a gravel path that runs near the edge of the wetland to a ball field 
on the retained town land south of the subject. Soils on the site are roughly 2/3 upland and 1/3 wetland, 
with the upland soils on the easterly, uphill side of the site and the wetland on the low, westerly side. The 
upland soils area Hinckley loamy sand with 15-25% slopes, along with Merrimac-Urban land complex. 
Wetland soils are Wareham loamy fine sand and Swansea muck. 
 
The subject property is served with electricity and telephone at Shattuck Street to the improvements on the 
retained town land. 
 
The subject property is shown on Federal Flood Map No. 25017C0236F dated July 7, 2014. It appears that 
most, if not all of the site in in Zone X, an area not prone to flooding. It is possible that a section of the site 
within the low wetland area is in an area inundated by 100 year flooding. The upland area of the site 
appears to be well drained. 
 
The Appraiser is not an engineer, chemist, or other form of specialist in the area of hazardous waste 
detection.  To the best of our knowledge based on observation and review of public records, there are no 
hazardous wastes or environmental conditions present on the subject property which would affect value, 
unless otherwise noted herein.  We assume no responsibility for any such conditions, nor for any expertise 
or engineering knowledge required to discover them.  The client is urged to retain an expert in the field of 
environmental impacts upon real estate if so desired. 
 
Improvements 
The subject is partially improved with an asphalt parking lot including 27 lined spaces and adjacent 
circulation area. The westerly side of the paved area is bounded by a wooden guard rail. The parking lot 
has one catch basin which feeds a concrete drywell near the top of the slope adjacent to the paving. A 
paved driveway crosses the northern section of the site near the lot line. 
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Fixtures 
None 
 
Use History 
The subject property is predominantly vacant undeveloped land associated with adjacent town own land. A 
portion of the site is used for parking in support of the Littleton Town Hall and Library. 
 
Sales History 
No title information has been provided to the appraiser. Good title is assumed. It is also assumed that the 
subject property will have access and egress via an easement to Shattuck Street along with cross parking 
easements. 
 
Rental History 
None 
 
Assessed Value and Annual Tax Load 
The subject property is assessed by the Town of Littleton, Massachusetts, for the fiscal year 2017 as 
follows: 
 
55 Russell Street – Map U19 Lot 21  
Land: $1,053,400 Improvements: $33,273,600 Total: $34,327,000 
 
The total assessed value for the subject property is $34,327,000, including land and improvements not 
appraised.  The subject property is tax exempt. With a residential tax rate of $18.15 per $1,000 of assessed 
value in Littleton, the total current resulting real estate tax for the parcel of which the subject is a part would 
be $623,035.05 if taxable. The current assessed value is not relevant to current valuation considerations as 
the assessment is not based on the proposed configuration of the subject site.   

CONCLUSION 
The subject property consists of 3.4 acres of land in a land-locked parcel almost completely surrounded by 
land of the Town of Littleton. The parcel is assumed to have access/egress easement rights to Shattuck 
Street as well as cross parking easements. The site is level in the paved section, which includes 27 lined 
parking spaces and adjacent circulation area. The balance of the site has steep slopes, with 15-25% 
grades down to a low level wetland at the rear.  The wetland is within a flood prone area.   
 
The subject property is located in the central section of Littleton off Shattuck Street, which is a short side 
street connecting on both ends to King Street (Rt. 2A).  Rt. 2A connects the Town of Ayer to the west to 
Littleton and the Town of Acton to the east. The subject property is less than one half mile from the 
intersection of Routes 2A, 110 and 119 at Littleton Common.  The subject neighborhood is mixed use in 
nature, with the subject property including a municipal complex including Town Hall and the Rueben Hoar 
Library in a converted school building as well as Littleton Middle School and Russell Street Elementary 
School on that part of the site abutting Russell Street. There is ample shopping in the area, with mainly 
local convenience businesses in Littleton Center and larger community retail outlets along Route 119 
including a new retail complex at the Rt. 119/I-495 interchange. Regional shopping amenities are in 
Marlborough in the Solomon Pond Road area to the south. Access to the limited access highway network is 
at the I-495/Route 2A interchange roughly ¾ mile to the southwest.  
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Figure 5. Plot Plan 
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Figure 6. Assessor’s Map 
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Figure 7.  Flood Map 
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Figure 8. NHESP Map 
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Figure 9. Zoning Map 
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PUBLIC LAND USE CONTROLS: ZONING AND OTHER LAND USE REGULATIONS 

According to the zoning map of the Town of Littleton the subject property is located in the Residence 
District R. 
 
Permitted uses in the Residence District are as follows: 

Agricultural uses including farm and greenhouse 
Single family dwelling 
Lodging house 
Schools exempt by statute 
Church or other religious use 
Library, museum, hospital 
Municipal use not elsewhere more specifically cited 

 
Uses allowed by special permit (with permit granting authority) in this district include, but are not limited to, 
the following: 

Nursing home (Board of Appeals) 
Over 55 housing development (Planning Board) 
Fraternal, charitable and non-profit organization 
Camping, supervised (Board of Appeals) 
Extensive recreation (Board of Selectmen) 
Similar uses to allowed uses (Board of Appeals) 
 

Dimensional regulations in the Residence District are as follows. 
 
Minimum lot area 40,000 square feet 
Minimum frontage 150 feet 
Minimum front yard 30 feet 
Minimum side yards 15 feet 
Minimum rear yard 15 feet 
Maximum building height 32 feet 
Maximum lot coverage – buildings & paving 60% 
 
Wetlands 
According to the Massachusetts Water Protection Act (Chapter 131) any work within a vegetated wetland 
or the 100 foot buffer zone surrounding resource areas such as open water or vegetated wetlands must 
have an Order of Conditions from the local Conservation Commission.  This affects the subject property as 
the rear of the subject property includes a resource area.  
 
Rivers Protection Act 
The Rivers Protection Act, effective August 7, 1996, created a buffer zone 200 feet back from any 
Massachusetts river.  No work or development may be permitted in this river front area unless the owner 
proves with a Notice of Intent that the work will have no significant environmental impact and there is no 
practical equivalent environmental alternative to the proposed development.  The local Conservation 
Commission can approve the development with an Order of Conditions.  Department of Environmental 
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Protection regulations require a 100 foot wide corridor be left essentially "undisturbed."  This could affect 
the subject property as Beaver Brook passes to the rear of the subject property and may be within 200 feet 
of the upland section of the site. 
  
Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program 
Any project proposed for areas within designated areas of the Natural Heritage and Endangered Species 
Program would require a MESA review. The actual area of potential development could vary significantly 
based on a detailed study of a property and details of an actual development proposal including its density 
and what tradeoffs a developer would offer. No part of the subject property is identified as priority habitat on 
Mass GIS mapping so the provisions of the NHESP do not apply to the subject. 

CONCLUSION 
The subject property consists of a 3.4 acre parcel of land with no direct street frontage. The subject 
property is located in a Residence District which requires a minimum lot area of 40,000 square feet and 
frontage of 150 feet to be buildable. The subject property does not meet the requirements of a building lot. 
The subject property is significantly affected by Wetlands regulations, and may be affected by the River’s 
Act. Natural Heritage regulations do not apply to the subject property. Single family dwellings are the 
principal allowed use in this district. 
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HIGHEST & BEST USE 

Highest and Best Use is defined as: 
 

"The reasonably probable use of property that results in the highest value.  The four 
criteria that the highest and best use must meet are legal permissibility, physical 
possibility, financial feasibility, and maximum productivity."3 

 
The Highest and Best Use is that use which will produce the greatest net return to the land and the 
improved property. 
 
Physically Possible Uses 
The subject property consists of 3.4 acres of land in a land-locked parcel almost completely surrounded by 
land of the Town of Littleton. The parcel is assumed to have access/egress easement rights to Shattuck 
Street as well as cross parking easements. The site is level in the paved section, which includes 27 lined 
parking spaces and adjacent circulation area. The balance of the site has steep slopes, with 15-25% 
grades down to a low level wetland at the rear.  The wetland is within a flood prone area.   
 
The subject property is located in the central section of Littleton off Shattuck Street, which is a short side 
street connecting on both ends to King Street (Rt. 2A).  Rt. 2A connects the Town of Ayer to the west to 
Littleton and the Town of Acton to the east. The subject property is less than one half mile from the 
intersection of Routes 2A, 110 and 119 at Littleton Common.  The subject neighborhood is mixed use in 
nature, with the subject property including a municipal complex including Town Hall and the Rueben Hoar 
Library in a converted school building as well as Littleton Middle School and Russell Street Elementary 
School on that part of the site abutting Russell Street. There is ample shopping in the area, with mainly 
local convenience businesses in Littleton Center and larger community retail outlets along Route 119 
including a new retail complex at the Rt. 119/I-495 interchange. Regional shopping amenities are in 
Marlborough in the Solomon Pond Road area to the south. Access to the limited access highway network is 
at the I-495/Route 2A interchange roughly ¾ mile to the southwest. 
 
Legally Permissible Uses 
The subject property consists of a 3.4 acre parcel of land with no direct street frontage. The subject 
property is located in a Residence District which requires a minimum lot area of 40,000 square feet and 
frontage of 150 feet to be buildable. The subject property does not meet the requirements of a building lot. 
The subject property is significantly affected by Wetlands regulations, and may be affected by the River’s 
Act. Natural Heritage regulations do not apply to the subject property. Single family dwellings are the 
principal allowed use in this district. 
 
Economically Feasible Uses 
Littleton is a small, semi-rural town which is primarily residential in nature.  Its location on I-495 near the 
crossroad with Route 2 and its commuter rail service make it an attractive place to live for those commuting 
to either employment centers on Interstate 495, Route 128 or Boston proper. The residential market grew, 
with prices appreciating significantly through 2005, when prices peaked. Prices then dropped approximately 

                                                      
3 The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, 6th ed. (Chicago: Appraisal Institute, 2015), 109. 
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until the low point was reached in 2011. Prices have since risen, and have surpassed the previous high as 
of 2005. 
 
The subject property consists of land which is not legally buildable. Due to lack of independent frontage, the 
subject is not legally able to be developed. Lack of development potential puts the property into a different 
market segment than readily buildable land.  Potential buyers in this market segment include abutters 
looking to expand their existing ownership, conservation entities and municipalities interested in acquiring 
open space, and investors who are willing to undertake the risks and expense of acquiring access or 
challenging other land use regulations preventing development in order to derive profits from changing the 
formerly unbuildable property into readily buildable land. Other potential buyers could be interested in this 
type of property for forestry purposes or for recreational use. This market is much more limited than the 
market for buildable land, but it does exist.   
 
Maximally Productive Uses 
The subject site is most suitable for recreational uses due to the lack of frontage at the subject.  

CONCLUSION 
Given the physical and legal characteristics of the site, it is my opinion that the indicated Highest and Best 
Use of subject property is for recreational uses.  
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INTRODUCTION TO VALUATION ANALYSIS 

In estimating the market value of subject property, all three approaches to value were considered as they 
applied to the subject. These approaches are the Cost Approach, the Income Capitalization Approach and 
the Sales Comparison Approach to Value. While the indicated values of the three approaches are obtained 
independently of one another, the steps undertaken within each approach are interrelated. 
 
In estimating the market value of subject property, all three approaches to value were considered as they 
applied to the subject properties.  These approaches are the Cost Approach, the Income Capitalization 
Approach and the Sales Comparison Approach to Value.  While the indicated values of the three 
approaches are obtained independently of one another, the steps undertaken within each approach are 
interrelated. 
 
The Cost Approach to Value normally applies to special purpose property or new construction that 
constitutes the Highest and Best Use of the land. Since the subject property is vacant land, this approach 
was not used in the valuation of the subjects. 
 
The Sales Comparison Approach to Value, also known as the Market Data Approach, relies on the prices 
paid for similar properties in actual market transactions.  The subject property is analyzed and compared to 
each sale, and each sale is analyzed to one another.  When there are a sufficient number of sales within a 
given area, this approach is considered to produce a reliable indication of value.  Sales of undevelopable 
land in the general Pepperell area were researched for developing the indication of value of the subject 
property as a recreational property.  
 
In the appraisal of income producing property, the Discounted Cash Flow Analysis is based on the present 
value of the derived net income.  It is generally used when the Highest and Best Use of the land is for a 
multi-lot subdivision which will produce income from the sale of lots over one or more time periods.  The net 
income from the sale of individual lots is discounted at a rate to reflect the present value of the investment.  
For income producing properties, this approach is considered to produce a reliable indication of market 
value.  It was not used in this appraisal as the subject property does not have a Highest and Best Use for 
subdivision.  

SALES COMPARISON APPROACH TO VALUE 
The Sales Comparison Approach to Value is a comparative process whereby various sales have been 
directly compared to the property under study.  This approach is based on the principle of substitution 
which states that a knowledgeable buyer will not pay more for a property than what other like properties are 
transacting at on the market or that are available for sale on the present real estate market. 
 
This approach starts with an analysis of the subject and research in the market for recent comparable sales 
and listings.  The sales are analyzed for the degree of comparability to the subject and to detect 
dissimilarities.  The sales are then compared to one another as a basis for making individual component 
adjustments.  After making these adjustments, an indicated value range for the subject is developed.  From 
this range a precise value is selected and applied directly to the subject property. 
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Subject property is a low utility parcel with 3.4+/- acres. Recent sales of low utility land the I-495 area were 
judged most comparable to the subject property. Information on these sales comes from the Bay State 
Multiple Listing Service, the Middlesex and Worcester County Registries of Deeds, local assessor’s offices, 
and real estate brokers.  These sales are described as follows, together with an explanation of the 
adjustments warranted.  
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Figure 10. Comparable Low Utility Land Sales Map 
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COMPARABLE LAND SALES 
Comparable Land Sale No. 1 

 

 
Ledge Court, Clinton, MA 

Zoning: Neighborhood Residential 
Sale Date: 8-4-16 Book/Page: 55752/79 
Grantor: Morgenized @ Midnight LLC  
Grantee: George R. Chiavaras & Diane L. Chiavaras 
Sale Price: $10,000 $/SF: $0.27 
Confirmed: Deed 
Special Circumstances: Abutter purchase 
Assessment: $9,700 Land Area: 37,181 square feet 
Frontage: None Ave. Depth: 100 +/- feet 
Topography: Steeply sloping upland 
Usage: Abutter purchase 
Utilities: Electric, Telephone, Water & Sewer  
Easements or Restrictions: Subject to right to pass and repass 
Plan: Plan Book 392 Plan 76 
 
Description: 
This is the sale of a parcel with difficult topography in older neighborhood purchased by an abutter; it 
appears to have the benefit of a right of way per the recorded plan. 
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Comparable Land Sale No. 1 
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Comparable Land Sale No. 2 
 

 
Off Stedman Street, Chelmsford, MA 

Zoning: Single Residence  
Sale Date: 12-28-15 Book/Page: 29694/61 
Grantor: A. Barry Paletta 
Grantee: Chelmsford Water District 
Sale Price: $16,700 $/SF: $0.06 
Confirmed: Deed 
Special Circumstances: None known 
Assessment: $16,700 Land Area: 6.38+/- acres 
Frontage: None  Ave. Depth: 200 +/- feet 
Topography: Wetland 
Usage: Abutter purchase 
Utilities: None   
Easements or Restrictions: None noted on deed 
Plan: Plan Book 206 Plan 60 
 
Description: 
The sale parcel is virtually 100% wooded wetland. It is located adjacent to residential houses on a side 
street and on a through street; the purchase was made by an abutting landowner for expansion of their 
existing holdings and extended wellhead protection buffer; the sale land is outside the 400 foot required 
buffer area. 
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Comparable Land Sale No. 2 
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Comparable Land Sale No. 3 
 

 
Bearfoot Road, Northborough, MA 

Sale Date: 10-27-2015 Book/Page: 54488/22 
Grantor: 1979 Leavitt Trust (Joel A. Leavitt) 
Grantee: Berlin Landing Realty Trust (Scott Goddard) 
Sale Price: $10,000 Price per SF: $0.11 
Confirmed: Deed, MLS, broker 
Special Circumstances: None known   
Assessment: $18,000 Zoning: Light Industrial 
Area: 87,120 SF   
Frontage: Bearfoot Rd. – 662.36’; 

Solomon Pond Rd. – 
193.65; jct. – 78.89’ 

Ave. Depth: 72 feet +/- 

Topography: Wetland 
Usage: Unbuildable parcel 
Utilities: Electric, Telephone, Water & Sewer 
Easements or Restrictions: None noted on deed   
Plan: Lot 101 Plan Book 455 Plan 30 
 
Additional Information: 
The sale property is located in a commercial/industrial area at a busy signaled intersection; the parcel is 
best suited for signage directing passing traffic to a nearby business; sold after 291 days on the market 
after being listed for $18,000. 
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Comparable Land Sale No. 3 
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Comparable Land Sale No. 4 
 

 
Hall Street, Dunstable, MA 

Sale Date: 10-31-2015 Book/Page: 29495/183 
Grantor: James E. Denham & Judith A. Denham 
Grantee: Joseph Maguire and Linda H. Maguire 
Sale Price: $100,000 Price per SF: $1.62 
Confirmed: Deed 
Special Circumstances: None known   
Assessment: $7,100 Zoning: Residential 1 
Area: 61,855 SF   
Frontage: 158.00 Ave. Depth: 400 feet +/- 
Topography: Gently sloping upland 
Usage: Assemblage 
Utilities: Electric, Telephone 
Easements or Restrictions: None noted on deed   
Plan: Lot B Plan Book 181 Plan 182 
 
Additional Information: 
The sale property is located on a country road connecting Groton and Dunstable; the property was part of 
an assemblage of a 34.04 acre site that was permitted for a 7 lot subdivision; the subject property did not 
conform to zoning at the time of sale and was unbuildable. 
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Comparable Land Sale No. 4 
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Comparable Land Sale No. 5 
 

 
Valley Street, Marlborough, MA 

Sale Date: 11-26-2014 Book/Page: 64574/193 
Grantor: Bonazzoli Realty Trust (Alfred F. Bonazzoli & Carol A. Bonazzoli) 
Grantee: Marlborough Hub LLC 
Sale Price: $100,000 Price per SF: $1.20 
Confirmed: Deed 
Special Circumstances: None known   
Assessment: $11,500 Zoning: Residence C; Industrial 
Area: 83,010 SF   
Frontage: 56.43’ – Valley Street Ave. Depth: 625 feet +/- 
Topography: Sloping lot 
Usage: Speculative purchase 
Utilities: Electric, telephone, water & sewer 
Easements or Restrictions: None noted on deed   
Plan: Lot B Plan No. 390 of 2012 
 
Additional Information: 
The sale property is located in a mixed residential/commercial/industrial neighborhood off Rt. 85 in the 
south central section of Marlborough; the lot was purchased by a speculator.  
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Comparable Land Sale No. 5 
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Comparable Land Sale No. 6 
 

 
Nelson Street, Grafton, MA 

Sale Date: 4-1-2014 Book/Page: 52179/380 
Grantor: Lois F. Roessler Living Trust (Kurt L. Roessler & Kara L. Roessler) 
Grantee: Mark A. Johnson & Amy L Johnson 
Sale Price: $50,000 Price per SF: $0.92 
Confirmed: Deed 
Special Circumstances: None known   
Assessment: $16,100 Zoning: R-20 
Area: 57,470 SF   
Frontage: 37.84’ – Nelson Street Ave. Depth: 80 feet +/- 
Topography: Level 
Usage: Abutter purchase 
Utilities: Electric, telephone, water & sewer 
Easements or Restrictions: Partially releasing a Notice to Prevent Adverse Possession   
Plan: New Parcel B Plan Book 899 Plan 33 
 
Additional Information: 
The sale property is located in an older residential neighborhood off Rt. 140 in the northern section of 
Grafton; the lot is close to a busy freight and passenger rail line; the land was designated as not buildable 
by the Grafton Planning Board in 2013; it was purchased by an abutter.  
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Comparable Land Sale No. 6 
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LAND VALUATION 
Before adjustments, the comparable low utility land sales ranged in price from $10,000 to $100,000 overall 
and between $0.06 and $1.62 per square foot on a unit basis. The Comparable Sales have been adjusted 
on a price per lot unit of comparison as smaller unbuildable sales are more commonly sold on that basis. 
The subject property is appraised on a fee simple basis as vacant first. The effect on value of the shared 
parking easement and paved area is treated separately after the initial analysis. The Comparable Sales are 
adjusted as follows: 
 
Property Rights Conveyed, Favorable Financing, and Conditions of Sale 
All sales are the arms-length transfers of the fee simple interest without favorable financing. Most of the 
Comparable Sales were purchased by abutters, which is similar to the Highest and Best Use of the subject 
parcel, so no adjustment is necessary for this factor. 
 
Market Conditions 
Market conditions had fallen in the Metro West/Central Massachusetts regional market at the end of the last 
decade. Prices appear to have stabilized overall since the first quarter of 2009, particularly for low utility 
sales, which tend to be relatively immune from minor fluctuations in prices. Since all of the Comparable 
Sales have occurred since this time, no adjustment for market conditions was necessary. 
 
Land Area 
The subject property has 3.40 acres of land area. All of the Comparable Sales over 1 acre are considered 
equivalent. Comparable Sale No. 1 at less than 1 acre is considered to be slightly inferior in size.  
 
Location 
The subject property is located in Littleton, which is an attractive rural/suburban community with some 
commercial development. Most of the Comparable Sales are considered slightly to moderately inferior in 
location. Comparable Sale Nos. 2 & 3 are considered equivalent. A chart showing the relative property 
values of these communities is contained in the Addenda of this report. 
 
Topography & Setting 
The subject property is mostly sloping upland with wetland at the rear of the site. It is located in a 
residential/institutional neighborhood. This is considered equivalent to Comparable Sale Nos. 5 & 6, which 
both have slopes and are considered to be in areas with similar value influences. Comparable Sale No. 1 is 
similar to the subject in topography, but is in a much older neighborhood with neighboring houses in 
generally poor condition. It is considered greatly inferior. Comparable Sale Nos. 2 & 3 are in similar 
neighborhoods, but are virtually 100% wetland, so are inferior. The utility of Comparable Sale No. 3 for sign 
use mitigates this adjustment for that parcel. Comparable Sale No. 4 is in a similar neighborhood, but is all 
upland so is considered slightly superior.   
 
Access 
The subject property and all of the Comparable Sales have access via either a street or through abutting 
land and are considered equivalent to the subject. 
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CONCLUSION 
The Comparable Sales mostly bracket the subject property. Comparable Sale No. 4 is considered 
equivalent to the subject at $100,000. All of the other Comparable Sales are considered slightly to greatly 
inferior to the subject at prices ranging from $10,000 to $100,000. Comparable Sale Nos. 4, 5 & 6 have 
similar utility to the subject and are given the greatest weight, with Comparable Sale Nos. 4 & 5 giving the 
best indication of value. Therefore, the subject property is estimated to have a market value of $100,000 as 
of January 6, 2017. This compares to buildable lot value of $140,000 to over $200,000 and is reasonable 
considering the subject property has some utility for development to an abutting landowner.  
 
The parking improvements and cross parking easements encumbering the property are considered next. 
Since the easements are reciprocal, they mostly balance out. The existing paving and other improvements 
add to the value of the subject. Per Marshall Valuation Service, the cost per parking space including all 
ancillary improvements ranges from $1,190 to $2,190 per space for a new parking lot. The subject property 
is an older lot, with some cracking in the pavement evident. It is likely that the paving will need to be re-
done in the relatively near future, even without being used by heavy equipment for library construction. 
Therefore, the value of the existing paving is seen as contributing 25% of the cost of a new parking space 
or approximately $500 per parking space. For 29 parking spaces, this amounts to a contribution to the site 
of $15,000 rounded. After adding the value of the parking improvements, the value of the subject property 
subject is $115,000 as of January 6, 2017.  
 
A copy of the land adjustment grid for the land sales follows: 
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Figure 11. Land Adjustment Summary 
 

 
  

 Comparable Comparable Comparable Comparable Comparable Comparable
 Sale 1 Sale 2 Sale 3 Sale 4 Sale 5 Sale 6
 

 Ledge Court off Stedman Street Bearfoot Road Hall Street Valley Street Nelson Street
Clinton Chelmsford Northborough Dunstable Marlborough Grafton

Purchase Price $10,000 $16,700 $10,000 $100,000 $100,000 $50,000

Date of Sale 8/4/2016 12/28/2015 10/27/2015 10/31/2015 11/26/2014 4/1/2014

Adjustments

Conditions of Sale Similar Similar Similar Similar Similar Similar

Market Conditions

Months of 
Appreciation 0 0 0 0 0 0

Adjusted Price $10,000 $16,700 $10,000 $100,000 $100,000 $50,000

Land Area 0.85 6.38 2.00 1.42 1.91 1.31
3.40 Sl. Inferior Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent

Location Mod. Inferior Equivalent Equivalent Sl. Inferior Sl. Inferior Sl. Inferior

Topography & Setting
Mill Neighborhood; 

Slopes Residential; Wetland
Comm./Ind.; 

Wetland Residential; Upland Mixed; Slopes Older; Slopes
Institutional; Sloping Gr. Inferior Gr. Inferior Mod. Inferior Sl .Superior Equivalent Equivalent

Access ROW Abutter Street Street Street Street
ROW Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent Equivalent

Net Adjustment Gr. Inferior Gr. Inferior Mod. Inferior Equivalent Sl. Inferior Sl. Inferior

REAR SHATTUCK STREET, LITTLETON
LOW UTILITY - LOT ANALYSIS
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RECONCILIATION AND FINAL VALUE ESTIMATE 

The indicated market value of subject property by the three approaches to value is: 
 
By the Cost Approach to Value Not Applicable 
By the Income Capitalization Approach to Value Not Applicable 
By the Sales Comparison Approach to Value $115,000 
 
The Cost Approach to Value normally applies to special purpose property or new construction that 
constitutes the Highest and Best Use of the land.  The subject property is vacant land.  Consequently this 
approach was not used, except in reflecting the contributory value of the parking improvements on site. 
 
In the appraisal of income producing property, the Income Capitalization Approach to Value is based on the 
capitalization of net income.  Since the subject property is not capable of subdivision with income 
generating potential this Approach was not used.  
 
The Sales Comparison Approach to Value, also known as the Market Data Approach, relies on the prices 
paid for similar properties in actual market transactions.  Sufficient sales of unbuildable land parcels in the 
Metro West/Central Massachusetts market area were available on which to base this approach, and a good 
indication of value was obtained for the subject property.   
 
After considering all factors and giving particular attention to the condition and utility of the subject, the 
estimated market value fee simple of subject property, subject to cross parking easements, as herein 
described as of January 6, 2017, is: 
 

ONE HUNDRED FIFTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS  $115,000 
 
In order to achieve this value, a marketing period of 3 to 6 months is likely to be required. 
 
Based on market conditions preceding this date of appraisal, it is my opinion that the exposure time to the 
market required prior to the date of appraisal would have been six months in order to achieve a sale at the 
price concluded herein. 
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ADDENDA 

REFERENCES 

Town of Littleton 
 
Assessor’s Office 
 
Middlesex & Worcester County Registries of Deeds 
 
Multiple Listing Service 
 
Banker and Tradesman 
 
USDA Soil Maps 
 
Flood Insurance Rate Maps, FEMA 
 
U.S. Census 
 
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 
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SOIL MAP 
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TOWN OF LITTLETON ZONING ORDINANCE EXCERPTS 
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COMPARATIVE MARKET DATA 
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QUALIFICATIONS OF 
KENNETH J. CROFT III, ESQ. 

Real Estate Appraiser and Consultant 
 
Kenneth Croft has been a real estate appraiser and consultant since 1984. Mr. Croft has wide experience 
in the appraisal of real estate that ranges from multi-million dollar oceanfront estates and residential land 
suitable for subdivision, to apartment buildings, shopping centers, office buildings, industrial buildings, and 
mill complexes, as well as land suitable for commercial development. Geographically, Mr. Croft has worked 
in each of the six New England states, as well as in New York and beyond. 
 
Notable projects in which Mr. Croft participated include the valuation of a large portfolio of shopping centers 
for two different ownership groups; valuation and consulting work for a large agricultural landowner seeking 
to develop its excess land; and the valuation of developable land in a Cape Cod resort suitable for a wide 
variety of types of development. Over many years, Mr. Croft acted as a real estate consultant to the 
Archdiocese of Boston, giving advice on the reuse of former schools and convents, as well as negotiating 
leases with prospective tenants of these facilities.  
 
Prior to joining The Foster Company, Mr. Croft worked for Coleman & Sons Appraisal Group and 
specialized in appraisal work for litigation purposes. Throughout his career, he has been active in litigation 
strategy and support. As an expert in appraisals for litigation, he has valued properties involved in partial as 
well as full takings for eminent domain; and has valued the leasehold, leased fee, and fee simple interests 
in a variety of properties. His combination of skills as a lawyer and appraiser, with over 30 years of hands-
on experience, provides exceptional client service and performance. 
 
EDUCATION 
 

Boston College – BA Political Science and Economics, 1980 
Suffolk University - Juris Doctorate, 1984 
Numerous courses offered by the Massachusetts Board of Real Estate Appraisers and the Appraisal 
Institute 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 

Qualified as an expert in Norfolk and Middlesex Superior Courts, United States Bankruptcy Court, 
Massachusetts Appellate Tax Board, the American Arbitration Association 

 
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 
 

Foster Appraisal & Consulting Co., Inc. – Vice President, Appraiser, Consultant 
Massachusetts General Real Estate Appraiser #3579 
State Certified Affiliate of the Massachusetts Board of Real Estate Appraisers 
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OUR COMPANY 

 
 
 
 
 

The Foster Company - specialists in real estate appraising and consulting - we have provided 
services for more than 13,000 real estate projects. Founded in 1925, we have assisted a variety of 
clients, including banks, mortgage companies, utilities, residential and commercial developers, 
hospitals, federal and state agencies, municipal governments, and more. 
 
For more than 60 years we have developed the depth and breadth to complete appraisal and 
consulting projects effectively - from start to finish. Through recessions, market shifts, and 
fluctuations we have maintained an impressive track record by following the fundamentals 
established through more than 90 years in the real estate business. 
 
Our professional staff are seasoned problem-solvers. We work as a team, drawing upon extensive 
knowledge of the real estate marketplace based on years of hands-on experience in valuations, 
land and property development, property management, insurance, project financing, syndication, 
and commercial and industrial brokerage. Additionally, we have received designations from the 
most respected organizations in the industry. 
 
 
 
 
 

When you work with The Foster Company, you work with experts. 
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OUR SERVICES 

 
Real Estate Appraisal & Valuation 
 

We provide a complete range of real estate valuation services to meet your specific appraisal 
needs. From overview reports to in-depth, comprehensive studies, we give you the facts - and the 
no-nonsense interpretations of them - that enable you to make sound real estate decisions. 

 
Real Estate Counseling 
 

Our experience in all aspects of the real estate business since 1925 has provided us with the 
detailed knowledge required to answer the most complex or unique consulting questions. We 
provide the full range of real estate services on an hourly or flat fee arrangement. 
 
The Foster Company provides innovative concepts and workable, profitable solutions for a variety 
of real estate related projects. Listed below are samples of the services we deliver. See our Scope 
of Services for additional areas covered. 
 

 Acquisition and Disposition 
 Development and Urban Reuse 
 Environmental Contamination 
 Feasibility and Market Studies 
 Investment Analysis 
 Marketing 
 Preservation 
 Waterfront Property Issues 

 
Expert Witness and Litigation Support 
 

For more than 60 years, The Foster Company has been involved in real estate valuation and 
consulting work for litigation and other actions requiring an expert witness. We have built on that 
foundation with an expert staff and litigation support services that are second to none. 
 
When preparing a case for court or other arenas where real estate interests are contested, we 
apply the greatest skill, care, and focus to ensure our client’s success. Our background in 
brokerage, development, management, finance, and insurance gives us the hands-on experience 
that creates convincing testimony. Our cases are presented with the confidence that comes from 
having lived the business. Our appraisal and consulting services provide far more than sideline 
advice. You can count on The Foster Company. 
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SCOPE OF SERVICES 

APPRAISAL SERVICES 
Ad Valorem Taxes Market Value 
Business Valuations Mortgages 
Corporate Mergers Rental Value 
Development Rights Resyndication 
Estates Reviewing 
Gifts Tax Base 
Insurable Value  
  
COMMUNITY SERVICES 
Conservation Housing Programs 
Downtown Revitalization Industrial Development 
Eminent Domain Urban Renewal 
Feasibility  
  
COUNSELING 
Acquisition Leasebacks 
Assessments Market Studies 
Development Planning 
Disposition Problem Solution 
Financing Workouts 
  
INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 
Assessment Ratios Investment Yield 
Cash Flow Physical Inspection 
Economic Feasibility Rehabilitation Feasibility 
Income Projections  
  
LAND DEVELOPMENT 
Agricultural Preservation Market Planning 
Economic Analysis Site Analysis 
Highest and Best Use Study Zoning 
Land Use & Marketability  
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PARTIAL LIST OF CLIENTS SERVED 

COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL 
Acro-Matic Plastics James River Paper Company 
Asher Sportswear Mobil Oil Corporation 
Borden, Inc. Modern Contract Furniture 
Boston & Maine Railroad National Grid 
Brookfield Machine Pinsley Railroad Company 
Bruel Kjaer Instrument Renovators Supply 
Cardinal Comb Company Shell Oil Company 
CSX Corporation Sprague Energy 
Exxon Corporation Super 8 Motels 
Fitchburg Mutual Insurance Company Unisorb Corporation 
GENERAL 
Beals and Thomas, Inc. On-Site Insight 
Economics Research Association Orchard Hills Athletic Club 
Guilford Transportation Roman Catholic Diocese of Worcester 
Heywood Hospital Spectrum Addiction 
J.M. Corcoran & Company State Street Development 
Massachusetts Audubon Society Toyota Financial Services 
Massachusetts Housing Partnership Trammell-Crow Company 
Montachusett Regional Transit Authority Trust for Public Land 
Mt. Grace Land Trust The Trustees of Reservation 
National Trust for Historic Preservation Westport Land Conservation Trust 
New England Forestry Foundation Whittier Rehabilitation 
Nordblom Company Winn Development Trust 
FINANCIAL 
Arbor Commercial Mortgage LaSalle National Bank 
AT & T Capital Corporation Lawrence Savings Bank 
Avidia Bank Malden Trust Company 
Bank of America Milford National Bank 
Bank of New Hampshire Morgan Guaranty Trust Company 
Boston Federal Savings Bank National Credit Union Association 
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company Nations Bank 
Cambridge Realty Capital North Middlesex Savings Bank 
Citizens Bank North Shore Bank 
Commerce Bank & Trust Company PNC Bank 
Crum & Forster Insurance Company Pioneer Bank 
Eastern Bank Red Mortgage Capital 
Enterprise Bank Rollstone Bank & Trust 
Federal National Mortgage Association State Street Bank & Trust Company 
Fidelity Bank TD Bank 
Fiduciary Trust Company Wainwright Bank 
Israel Discount Bank of New York  
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PARTIAL LIST OF CLIENTS SERVED: GOVERNMENT 

FEDERAL 
Federal Aviation Administration Small Business Administration 
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation US Army Corps of Engineers 
General Services Administration US Dept. of Housing & Urban Development 
National Park Service US Postal Service 
  
MASSACHUSETTS 
Department of Conservation & Recreation Massachusetts Development Finance Agency 
Department of Fisheries & Wildlife Massachusetts Housing Finance Agency 
Department of Food & Agriculture Massachusetts Port Authority 
DOT – Mass Highway Department Massachusetts Water Resources Authority 
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority Office of the Attorney General 
  
MUNICIPAL AGENCIES – MASSACHUSETTS 
Auburn Board of Water Commissioners Groton/Dunstable School Distribution 
Berlin Conservation Commission Lincoln Conservation Commission 
Bolton Conservation Commission Malden Redevelopment Authority 
Boston Facilities Department Mystic Valley Development Corporation 
Boston Redevelopment Authority Pittsfield Redevelopment Authority 
Devens Commerce Center Springfield Redevelopment Authority 
Fitchburg Redevelopment Authority Worcester Redevelopment Authority 
Gardner Redevelopment Authority  
  
MASSACHUSETTS CITIES AND TOWNS 
Ashby Dartmouth Malden Springfield 
Ayer Everett Medfield Templeton 
Bellingham Fitchburg Milton Townsend 
Boston Gardner Nantucket Tyngsboro 
Boxford Greenfield Natick Westminster 
Bridgewater Groton Newton Westport 
Chelmsford Harvard Pepperell Westwood 
Chelsea Lexington Pittsfield Worcester 
Clinton Lunenburg Quincy  
    
NEW HAMPSHIRE CITIES AND TOWNS 
Concord Mason 
Derry Housing Authority Nashua Housing Authority 
Hudson NH Department of Transportation 
Manchester NH Office of the Attorney General 
Manchester Housing Authority  
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APPRAISERS’ CERTIFICATIONS 
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